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Under the background of globalization, we all need transit center’s close 
cooperation including crossdocking logistics strategy, direct transshipment and JIT 
strategy. In the logistics transit nodes, operators have to transit goods to other vehicles 
for distribution, so that they can make the distribution more efficient while reaching 
the purpose to link up all the details of the transportation. But for the transit center, 
they have to face the conflict between the complicate stocks and the vehicles. How to 
distribute the transport ability becomes the most important part to reduce the transit 
center’s cost and increase the transit center network’s efficiency. 
This paper study on transshipment center’s dock assignment optimizing problem 
based on the time window. After introducing the background of paper, the theoretical 
basis and the issue papers research, we describe the source of the problem. Moreover, 
we established the model of dock assignment by detail analysis. It’s known that dock 
assignment is NP hard and which is proved. We improved the leader’s algorithm and 
design a hybrid search algorithm which integrated greedy search algorithm, tabu 
neighborhood search algorithm and genetic algorithm to search the optimal solution 
for our problem. And we test the performance of the algorithm through comparison 
with software of CPLEX. Finally, I also verified the stability of algorithm parameters 
and problem parameters by sensitivity analysis. We arrive at some meaningful 
conclusions. 
What innovation this paper includes are firstly, our paper’s dock assignment 
problems took consideration of hard time windows, transshipment time between 
docks and capacity of crossdocking, which is an improvement of traditional resource 
allocation model; Secondly, paper’s design of hybrid algorithm combined three 
heuristic algorithm’s idea including greedy search algorithm, tabu neighborhood 
search algorithm and genetic algorithm. We established a simulation case of the 
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The paper aims to help reduce the cost of company efficiency by studying the 
truck-dock assignment with time windows, and make important support for the 
crossdocking and tour logistics. 
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1.2  理论基础 
 
1.2.1  遗传算法 
在 20 世纪 60 年代中期，美国 Michigan 大学的 John Holland 在
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算机科学与进化论结合在了一起。随后 Holland 出版了颇有影响的专著
《Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems》[5]，GA 这个名称才逐渐
























































1.2.2  禁忌算法 
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1.2.3  混合遗传算法 
虽然遗传算法是一种通用而有效的 优化方法，但简单的遗传算法(SGA)在
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